Basic Algorithms
Three distinct decoding algorithms were developed and tested. Initially a single scan method was developed which decodes a single scan line without any prior image processing or enhancements. This method minimizes the processing time necessary to decode a bar code, but it is susceptible to noise within the selected scan line. To ensure reliability, a global averaging method was developed. This approach takes into account information from the entire image maximizing reliability at the expense of processing time. Finally, a hybrid method was designed which samples the original bar code image into a collection of representative scan lines. These scan lines are then averaged together providing noise reduction while maintaining efficiency.
The first algorithm developed at NIST simulates in software the physical action of passing a hand-held reader across a bar code. A single scan line of data from a bar code raster image has the same information as raw data captured by a conventional reader. A method was designed to accept a scan line from an image, decode it, and return the ASCn characters represented by the bar code.
To illustrate this method, a bar code in Figure 1 is shown which uses Interleaved Two of Five to encode 14 numeric digits plus stop and start characters.
[3] A selected scan line is first quantized into an array of integers. One integer quantity is accumulated for each consecutive duration of on or off pixel values. The quantized integers are thresholded into binary values corresponding to wide and narrow elements in the original bar code. These element representations are then organized into character groupings according to the format specifications of the bar code and interpreted using a look-up table which maps element groupings to ASCn characters. This method implemented in software to decode images has several advantages over physical readers. The scan algorithm is resolution and size independent, whereas physical devices are typically calibrated explicitly for bar codes of uniform dimension and fixed element size. Programmed parameters can be modified in software to accurately decode images of varied resolution and size as long as the image is free of image degradation factors discussed in Section 2. Although extremely time efficient, this method is critically dependent on image quality for ensured reliability.
Averaging Method:
A second method was designed to average the image data prior to decoding in order to eliminate image degradations and thereby increase reliability. The fundamental steps described in Section 3.1 are also used in this algorithm. The difference with this method is, rather than using a raw scan line of image data for input, a histogram is first computed on the bar code image. This histogram globally averages all the scan lines from an entire image which in the experiments reported was on average 295 scan lines. By globally accumulating scan lines, missing pixels rise to the top of the histogram and extra pixels to fall to the bottom. These accumulators are thresholded producing a binary array of integers representing a clean raster scan line. Figure 2 illustrates the averaging process. Once a clean scan line representation has been produced, it can be decoded just as in Section 3.1. This method combines the speed efficiency of the Scan Method with the reliability of the Averaging Method. In this algorithm, a randomly selected sample of scan lines is chosen to represent the entire bar code image. A histogram computation like the one in Section 3.2 is performed on only the sampled scan lines, and the pixel accumulators are thresholded. This process is illustrated in Figure 3 . This produces an averaged scan line representation which eliminates most of the image noise while minimizing the amount of histogram computation. This method then applies the steps used in Section 3.1 to decode the averaged scan line. Experiments were implemented and executed at NIST on a Sun 3/180 Workstation to compile speed and reliability statistics for each of the decoding methods. A sample database of 108 bar code images was digitized at 300 pixels/inch on a Calera binary scanner and stored for testing. Each of these images is on average 29,578 bytes long with an average width of 794 pixels and average height of 295 pixels. On average, memory to hold the image can be allocated and the image read and loaded into the memory in 0.08 seconds.
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The Scan Method decodes bar codes from raw image data without any image preprocessing or enhancements. This allows the method to capitalize on speed at the expense of reliability. An experiment was conducted whereby attempts to select a new scan line upon decode failure was measured against resulting recognition percentages. A parameter was programmed to regulate the number of retries permitted before the bar code is rejected as non-decodable.
The following results were tabulated by running the retry algorithm across the set of 108 bar codes. Timings and decode percentages were accumulated for retry parameter settings varying from 0 to 10. For each unique parameter value, 100 random number seeds where used and the Scan Method was applied to all 108 images per individual seed. The times and recognition percentages that follow are averages of all the runs executed for each of the retry parameter values. The results of this test are shown in Figure 4 . The times reported are theoretically the maximum time required to successfully decode a bar code for the given number of retries permitted. These times include the system overhead to call the Scan Method function and return the decoded value, the random selection of all permitted scan lines, and the attempt to decode each of the scan lines. Image load time is not included. Decode % The Hybrid Method tries to capitalize on the strengths of the previous two methods while minimizing their weaknesses. By selecting a limited number of scan lines from the original image, a histogram average can be computed on just the sampled data. This enables preprocessing of image data before decoding while minimizing the amount of computation time needed. This method is intended to give fast and yet highly reliable bar code decodings.
Experiments which varied the number of sample scan lines to be used in the averaging process were conducted to measure both speed and reliability across the test set of 108 bar code images. Ten unique runs were executed for each scan line sample size across the complete set of 108 images. Time statistics were averaged across all runs. Twenty runs each with a unique random number seed were executed across the same set of images to compile decode percentages. The results from these tests are shown in Figure 6 . 
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One of the significant advantages of software bar code processing is that the sensitivity of the software to image quality can be selected for the application. If the images are of uniform high quality, then the Scan Method algorithm can be used to maximize speed. If the image is of very poor quality, then the Averaging Method algorithm can be used to provide maximum tolerance to image noise. The Hybrid Method algorithm provides a continuously adjustable set of speed and noise immunity parameters.
It should be kept in mind that the test dot matrix images used in this study are, based on inspection, substantially lower in quality than images found in commercially printed bar codes.
[4] It would be of interest to compare the reliability of the software methods presented here with hardware bar code readers.
A reliable method of software bar code reading has been developed at NIST. Using the Hybrid Method discussed in Section 3.3, a wide variety of speed vs reliability trade-offs are possible. The method is fully portable and can be incorporated in a wide range of imaging applications.
We wish to acknowledge B. Hammond, H. Chansky, A. E. Levin, and C. Linett of the Bureau of the Census for providing NIST the opportunity to research the problem of processing bar codes in software.
[ Michael D. Garris */ /*********************************************************** /************************************************************/ /* Decode_2of5 takes a scan line centered vertically within */ /* the input bar code image, decodes the scan line, and if */ /* successful, returns an ASCII string. */ /* expnum -fixed number of characters encoded. */ /* image stream of binary raster data. */ /* width -width in bytes of the image. */ /* height -height in pixels of the image. */ /************************************************************/ /************************************************************/ /* Collapes takes a raster scan line and returns a list of */ /* quantized accumulations for consecutive durations of on */ /* or off pixels in the scan line.
*/ /* data -binary scan line. */ /* len -width in bytes of the scan line. */ /* obuf -pointer to return the quantized list. */ /* olen -pointer to the length of the quantized list. */ /************************************************************/ void collapse(data,len,obuf,olen) unsigned char *data; int **obuf; int len,*olen; /************************************************************/ int *binarize(qbuf,qlen,thresh) int *qbuf,qlen, thresh; /************************************************************/ /* Startchar searches a list of elements for a start char, */ /* and if successful, strips the start char from the list */ /* of elements.
*/ /* ibuf -list of elements. */ /* ilen number of elements in the list. */ /* sc -start character bit pattern. */ /* sclen -number of elements in the start char. */ /************************************************************/ int startchar(ibuf,ilen,sc,sclen) int **ibuf, *ilen; int sC,sclen; /************************************************************/ /* Stopchar searches a list of elements for a stop char, */ /* and if successful, strips the stop char from the list */ /* of elements.
*/ /* ibuf -list of elements. */ /* ilen number of elements in the list. */ /* incr number of elements per character. */ /* expt -number of expected characters in bar code. */ /* sc -start character bit pattern. */ /* sclen -number of elements in the start char. */ /************************************************************/ int stopchar(ibuf,ilen,incr,expt,sc,sclen) int *ibuf, *ilen, incr, expt, sc, sclen; /************************************************************/ /* Split divides an input list into two even length output */ /* lists by alternatingly assigning elements.
*/ /* inbuf -input list of elements. */ /* inlen -number of input elements. */ /* obuf1 -output list 1. */ /* olen1 number of elements in obuf1. */ /* obuf2 -output list 2. */ /* olen2 number of elements in obuf2. */ /************************************************************/ void split(inbuf,inlen,obuf1,olen1,obuf2,olen2) int *inbuf,inlen; int **obuf1,*olen1; int **obuf2,*olen2; /************************************************************/ /* Binary2char converts an input element list into a decoded*/ /* output list of ASCII characters. */ /* buf -list of input elements. */ /* len -number of input elements. */ /* window -number of elements per character. */ /* cbuf -output character buffer. */ /* clen -number of output characters. */ /************************************************************/ int binary2char(buf,len,window,cbuf,clen) int *buf,len; int windoW,*clen; char **cbuf; int i,j,num; int t,b = 0; /* how many possible characters do we have */ num = len/window; /* allocate the output character buffer */ *cbuf = (char *)malloc(num*sizeof(char»; /* foreach expected character */ for(i = 0; i < num; i++){ t = 0; /* foreach element in a character */ for(j = 0; j < window; j++){ t += buf /************************************************************/ /* Build_decode_string interleaves an input buffer of bar */ /* characters with a buffer of space characters returning */ /* an ASCII string of characters represented by the bar */ /* code.
*/ /* barchars -buffer of bar characters. */ /* nbchars -number of bar characters. */ /* spacechars -buffer of space characters. */ /* nschars -number of space characters. */ /************************************************************/ char *build_decode_string(barchars,nbchars,spacechars,nschars) char *barchars,*spacechars; int nbchars,nschars; /************************************************************/ /* Decode_h2of5 computes a global histogram on the input */ /* bar code image, thresholds the histogram bins, decodes */ /* the thresholded bins, and if successful, returns an */ /* ASCII string.
*/ /* expnum fixed number of characters encoded. */ /* image stream of binary raster data. */ /* width width in bytes of the image. */ /* height -height in pixels of the image. */ /************************************************************/ char *decode_h2of5(expnum,image,width,height) int expnum; unsigned char *image; int width,height; { int i,j; int *quants ,nquants ,*bins,nbins, *bptr; int *bars,nbars,*spaces,nspaces; char *barchars,*spacechars; int nbchars,nschars; char *code; int *hbins,len,max; /* compute y-oriented histogram on entire image */ compute_y_hist(image,width,height,&hbins,&len); /* find the maximum histogram bin value */ max = find_max_bin(hbins,len); /* threshold histogram bin values to 1'5 and 0'5 */ rasterize(hbins,len, (int) (max * PCT_THRESH»; /* quantize consecutive integers of 1'5 /*************************************************************/ /*************************************************************/ void compute_y_hist(data,width,height,bins,len) unsigned char *data; int width,height,**bins,*len; /*************************************************************/ /* Find_max_bin returns the maximum value from the list of */ /* integers passed.
*/ /* bins -list of integer accumulators. */ /* len -number of accumulators. */ /*************************************************************/ int find_max_bin(bins,len) int *bins,len; /************************************************************/ /* Rasterize takes an input list of integers and given a */ /* threshold and returns the list binarized.
*/ /* bins -input integer list. */ /* len -length of the input list. */ /* thresh -threshold value. */ /************************************************************/ void rasterize(bins,len,thresh) int *bins, len,thresh; { /************************************************************/ /* Quantize takes a binarized list of integers and returns */ /* a list of quantized accumulations for consecutive */ /* durations of on or off integers in the input list.
*/ /* data -binary scan line. */ /* len -width in bytes of the scan line. */ /* obuf -pointer to return the quantized list. */ /* olen -pointer to the length of the quantized list. */ /************************************************************/ void quantize(data.len.obuf.olen) int *data; int **obuf; int len. 
